Abstract
Introduction
Microarray is a technology which allows biologists to potentially monitor the activity of all the genes of an organism. Microarrays are relatively new (papers [15, 4] are among the first published on the subject), but they are already extremely popular. Biologists and physicians have enthusiastically embraced this technology, and they are currently producing an unprecedented quantity of microarray data. As of November 2001, for example, the Stanford Microarray Database contained sets of images for about 18,000 experiments [16] . The database has been growing exponentially fast in the last five years.
The output of a single microarray experiment is a pair of 16 bits per pixels (bpp) digital images whose total size is typically in the tens of MB. The information extracted from images comes almost exclusively from the intensities of a small specific subset of the pixels, called spots. There is, however, still a debate in the scientific community on the analytic method that should be used to process the images. It is believed crucial, therefore, to keep the raw image data in some permanent storage medium. Simply discarding the raw data and repeating the experiment is not an option because of the high costs associated with this new technology. Given the massive amount of data currently produced, and the need of long-term storage and efficient transmission, an ad-hoc compression method is becoming more and more needed.
A microarray experiment is based on an hybridization process with a two dye-tagged probes (e.g., the red-fluorescent dye Cy5 and the green-fluorescent dye Cy3) or other labeling methods [15, 4] . The microarray chip is then scanned to generate two digital images, each corresponding to one of the colors [19, 12] . As said, they are typically captured at 16 bpp containing as many as 20 millions pixels [7] . Microarray images are highly structured and appear like a field of spots arranged on a regular grid. The whole image is composed by a matrix of equally spaced blocks called subgrids, each of which consists of the same number of rows and columns. A microarray may have several subgrids. For example, Figure 1 shows a microarray with 16 subgrids for a total of about 9,000 spots. The spots in a subgrid are arranged in a relatively uniform spacing with each other. They have a roughly circular shape, though some show significant deviations from this shape due to the experimental variation of the spotting procedure.
The objective here is to design a fully automatic microarray image compression method that does not require any input and/or human intervention. Transform-based image compression methods do not perform well on microarray images because of the high content of high-frequency components (due to the presence of thousands of spots on a black background) [9] . In order to achieve better compression than general purpose compression methods, we need to exploit the geometric structure of the microarray image. The spots are the regions of interest (or the foreground) of the image. It is easy to realize that the pixels in the foreground have similar characteristics, which are quite different from that of the pixels in the background. The general strategy here is to separate pixels in set of classes, such that within each class the intensities of the pixels are similar. Currently, we compress the Cy5 and Cy3 image channels separately. We can expect that exploiting the strong correla- tion between the images, the compression will improve considerably.
The compression tool, called MICROZIP, works as follows (see Figure 2 for the flowchart). First, we determine the geometry of the microarray image, by solving the gridding or spot finding problem [1] . We find the number of subgrids and their location, as well as the number of spots in each subgrid and their location. The contribution of our algorithm is that we recover the grid geometry without any input from the user. All other microarray image analysis tools that we tested require the user to describe the parameters of the grid (i.e., number of rows and columns and the position of one of the corners of the grid). Once we have obtained the geometry, we separate the foreground (spots) from the background and then we compress the foreground and background separately (see e.g., [17] ).
Because the information extracted from the image is obtained almost exclusively by processing the intensity of the spots, we propose an hybrid lossy/lossless approach. We compress the pixels of the spots without loss of data, and the pixels in the background within some controlled loss of data. This has the effect of improving dramatically the compression, without affecting the region of interest of the image. In Section 3 we also report the results of purely lossless compression of microarray images.
Gridding and Spots Finding
Images from microarray experiments are highly structured since they are composed by high intensity spots located on a regular grid. The shape of the spots is roughly circular, although variations are possible. The ideal microarray image has the following properties [12] : (1) all the subgrids are of the same size; (2) the spacing between subgrids is regular; (3) the location of the spots is centered on the intersections of the lines of the subgrid; (4) the size and shape of the spots are perfectly circular and it is the same for all the spots; (5) the location of the grids is fixed in images for a given type of slides; (6) no dust or contamination is on the slide; (7) there is minimal and uniform background intensity across the image. It goes without saying that almost all real microarray images violate at least one of these these conditions. In fact, we frequently observed variations on the spot position, irregularities on the spot shape and size, contamination, and global problems that affect multiple spots. In general, the shape and the size of the spots may fluctuate significantly across the array. Because of the variations on microarray images it is sometimes non-trivial to decide where is the border of a subgrid or the border of a spot. Several methods have been proposed (see, e.g., [3, 7, 19, 18] ) and software tools have been developed. However, all the software systems we tested require human intervention. At the minimum, they require the user to specify the geometry of the array, such as the number of grids, number of rows and columns, etc. (see, for example, SPOT from UCSF [7] , IMAGENE from BioDiscover [12] and DAPPLE from University of Washington [1] ). Given that this is the first step for a data compression tool, we cannot rely on human intervention because it would be not only time-consuming but also quite impractical. To be make the comparison more fair, we should remark that our gridding procedure does not need to be as accurate as the software tools mentioned above. In fact, if we happen to slightly misalign a grid, we may lose some compression performance, but the image will be perfectly reconstructed anyway.
As said, a distinguished feature of our algorithm is that of requiring only the image as an input. No other parameter is necessary. Currently, the method assumes the axis of grids to be parallel to the borders of the image. If a rotation of the grids was occurred during the digitization process, we may not be able to retrieve correctly the position of the grid. We are currently working on extending our technique to this case.
The algorithm is actually used twice. We first apply it to the whole image in order to find the positions of the subgrid. Then we use it again on each subgrid to find the position of the spots. To make the presentation consistent, we use the word cell to denote either the rectangle enclosing a spot or the rectangle enclosing a subgrid, and the word line to denote the boundary of a collection of cells.
The first step is to compute the average intensities rowby-row and column-by-column on the whole image. We then apply a low-pass filter to remove the noise (see Figure 3). The smoothing window is 25 pixels when searching for the subgrids, 4 pixels when searching for the spots.
Because of the structure of the microarray image, we can assume that the distance between adjacent cells should be approximately equal. Initially we "guess" the positions È of the cells by finding the minima of the graph for the average intensity. We also compute the average value of these minima, which will become the reference background. Note that these initial positions È may not form a regular grid of cells. Before we start refining the positions È , we temporarily remove the cell positions in first column, the last column, the first row and the last row of cells. The reason is that these rows and columns are very unreliable, which is due to the way microarray slides are spotted. In order to distinguish minima due to the grid boundaries from minima due to spot boundaries, we check the amount of variation of pixel intensities around the position of the minimum. If the intensities of the pixels in a window of 25 pixels centered around the position of the minimum shows little variation, we declare this minimum to be the position of a grid line. The refinement process which is then applied to È to correct possible mistakes is described next. Only after we get a regular grid, the first and last row/columns are added back to È .
The method needs to be flexible enough to be able to adapt to the variety of situations that we may encounter when processing microarray images. Typically, the positions guessed initially may contain extra/missing lines. We can have an extra line because of noise or contamination in the microarray images that result in high intensities along a row or a column, and we can have a missing line when all the spots in a row/column happen to have low intensities.
The iterative refinement tries to adjust the initial guess È to these situations. The first objective is to obtain the most Smoothed average data of one subgrid Figure 3 . The effect of the smoothing step on average intensities precise estimate of the correct distance between adjacent lines. In order to do this we run the iterative algorithm RE-FINE GRID described in Figure 4 .
The distance Ê computed by REFINE GRID is finally used to insert missing lines or delete extra lines in the set of positions È. The value Ê is also used to adjust the position of the first row/column, and the last row/column. An example of the refinement process is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 illustrates an example of the iterative procedure. The method have been tested on several microarray images, and we have found that it is quite effective in handling noises and contaminations in the microarray images. The subgrid and spots positions are correct in the vast majority of the cases, even for poor quality images (see Figure 8 for an example) .
Once the subgrid position has been computed we classify the pixels of the spot in each cell. This is done by comparing the intensity of a pixel against the the background reference . We assign a pixel to the background when its intensity is below , otherwise it is classified as foreground. Among all the pixels that we classify as a foreground, we find the center´ Ü Ýµ by computing the average of the Ü-coordinate and the Ý-coordinate of the pixels in the foreground.
We then search for the smallest enclosing circle of each spot. We fit each spot with a circle with growing diameter, checking at each choice whether the average intensity of the pixels on the circle goes below the value (see Figure 7 -(a)). As soon as this happen, we fix the value of the diameter . We finally extract all the pixels which belongs to disk centered in´ Ü Ýµ with diameter . The information´ Ü Ý µ of each spot is saved in the header channel.
The identification of the borders of the spot can also be achieved using adaptive shape segmentation methods, such as seeded region growing. Although the shape that these methods can produce is much more accurate, one needs more bits to save it. We chose a circle to describe a spot because it can be described by only three parameters. We are planning to experiment with ellipses. A result of our gridding procedure is shown in Figure 7 -(b) and Figure 7 -(c). A complete example is shown in Figure 8 . 
Compression and Experimental Results
Once the grid has been found, we assign the pixels to different channels depending on their class. If they belong to a spot, they are assigned to the foreground channel. If they do not, they go to the background channel. For our convenience, the background and foreground channels are actually divided in two subchannels: the most significant eight bits (MSB) and the least significant eight bits (LSB). A fifth channel is used to store the information about the geometry of the grid and its position as well as the position of the center and the diameter of each spot. The reference background intensities for each subgrid is also saved in this latter channel.
We first employed an entropy-minimizing lossless coder to encode the five channels. Since adjacent pixels should be correlated we also considered encoding the differences, i.e., using delta encoding. Surprisingly, our experiments shows that delta encoding does not improve compression. Good results were obtained using arithmetic coding directly on the stream of pixels, although better results were obtained using Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) [2] . The five compressed channels are finally combined together in the final compressed file. This format is also convenient for any downstream program that needs to extract information from the image, since a first step in the "parsing" of the image is already done.
The compression performance depends directly on the accuracy of the algorithm for finding the spots. The higher is the precision in classifying pixels as foreground or background, the better is the compression. We tested our software, called MICROZIP, on the image in Figure 1 Table 1 shows the compression achieved on Array1 by using arithmetic coding and BWT on the five channels. Note how the two channels for the least significant bit are the least compressible. This appears consistent with what the authors of [9] found. They report the least significant bits are "almost random", probably due to the noise introduced in the digitization process. They argue that it will be very unlikely to compress microarray images (without loss of data) more than 50%, i.e., less than 8 bpp.
After we combine the five compressed channels with the header containing the geometry of the grids, the final compression for Array1 is 73% of the original size for arithmetic coding and 72% for BWT. Images Array2 and Array3 can be compressed more. In Table 2 we compare this performance with some other general purpose compression tools, like GZIP, lossless wavelets and JPEG-LS. JPEG-LS is the basis for new lossless/near-lossless compression standard for continuous-tone images incorporated in JPEG 2000. The standard is based on the LOCO-I algorithm (LOw COmplexity LOssless COmpression for Images) [13] . JPEG-LS achieves 78% whereas GZIP only achieves 84% (GZIP is the tool currently used by the Stanford Microarray Database administrators [16] ).
The running time of MICROZIP is quite reasonable. On an AMD Athlon 1.4GHz PC running Linux, MICROZIP compresses about 256 Kb of data each second, including I/O access. Since our tool does not require any human intervention, it can automatically process a batch of microarray images very easily and quickly.
As one can see from Table 2 , there is a quite marginal advantage in using MICROZIP over off-the-shelf lossless Table 1 . Arithmetic coding and BWT encoding of each individual channel for the image in Figure 1 methods. This is due to the difficulty in compressing the LSB channel for the background. Not only it cannot be compressed, but it accounts for more than one half of the final size. Luckily, it is also the least "important" portion of the image. If we lose some data in the least significant bit of the background, the image will be almost unaffected. In addition to this, we are guaranteed that the foreground will be perfectly preserved. One should, in fact, keep in mind that microarray images are just an intermediate step in the long process of data collection for microarray experiments. These images are processed by a combination of image analysis software and human interaction, to obtain a single real value for each spot. Whereas it may be hard to convince biologists to use lossy compression on the whole image, it would be much easier to argue about the advantages of lossy compression at least for the background.
In view of the considerations above, and in order to achieve a higher compression, we implemented an hybrid lossy/lossless compression. We use lossless compression on the pixels of the foreground (which contains the spots) and we use lossy compression on the LSB of background (BLSB channel for short). We tried several lossy methods for the BLSB channel, and we narrowed our search down to one.
The method, called SPIHT, is a very effective image compression method based on a partitioning of the hierarchical trees of the wavelets decomposition [14] . In order to use it, we had to convert the one-dimensional stream of data into a two-dimensional image. The dimensions Ü and Ý of the image can be arbitrarily chosen. Because waveletsbased methods work best when the image is a perfect square, MICROZIP searches for the values of Ü and Ý such that Ü Ý is the smallest possible. We used an open-source implementation of SPIHT that can be found at http: //www.cipr.rpi.edu/research/SPIHT/ (in progressive mode). Although this particular implementation claims to be able to handle directly 16 bpp images, the decompressor was not able to decompress the images correctly. We were forced to compress only the BLSB channel with SPIHT. Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of using SPIHT on the BLSB channel, for increasing bit rates. As expected, while the bit rate increases, the root mean square error (RMS) and the peak noise-to-signal ratio (PNSR) decrease and the final size increases. The RMS and PNSR values have to be considered as a measure of quality for the whole image, because the other channels are lossless compressed with BWT. The tables also show the final size and the bpp for the entire compressed image. Unfortunately, SPIHT software currently cannot handle more compression higher than 8 bpp.
At the lowest quality, we obtain a compressed file that is 30%-40% of the original with 63 dB of PNSR. We believe that this quality, associated with the guarantee of perfect reconstruction of the foreground, should be satisfactory for the downstream analysis. If not, one could always choose a quality that matches the quality of the digitization process, as suggested in [9, 10] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate and experiment lossless and lossy compression system for microarray images. MI-CROZIP can automatically locate both grids and individual spots and compress the microarray image without any other input parameters and human intervention. Based on our tests, the tool is quite robust to images with variable quality.
We found that the compression performance of the lossless method is only marginally better than state-of-art general purpose lossless compression tools. However, by allowing lossy compression on the LSB of the background, we can obtain a significant compression. The price paid is the introduction a negligible amount of errors in the LSB of the background of the image. The quality of the compressed background can be adjusted to match the average error in the digitization process, thereby making the tool "logically lossy".
There are several directions for future investigation. Future studies may include the design of more robust and accurate algorithm to locate the position of grids and spots, for example allowing rotations of the grids, along the lines of [3] and [11] . Higher compression could be also achieved by exploiting the strong correlations between the Cy3 and Cy5 images. Table 4 . The results of lossless/lossy MICROZIP compression on Array2 (original size: 21,500,352 bytes). Lossy compression is used in the LSB of the background (using three increasing choices of bit rate) and BWT lossless compression for the other channels.
